Abstract-The search of a small acoustic feature set for emotion recognition faces three main challenges. Such a feature set must be robust to large diversity of contexts in real-life applications; model parameters must also be optimized for reduced subsets; finally, the result of feature selection must be evaluated in cross-corpus condition. The goal of the present study is to select a consensual set of acoustic features for valence recognition using classification and non-classification based feature ranking and cross-corpus experiments, and to optimize emotional models simultaneously. Five realistic corpora are used in this study: three of them were collected in the framework of the French project on robotics ROMEO, one is a game corpus (JEMO) and one is the well-known AIBO corpus. Combinations of features found with non-classification based methods (information gain and Gaussian mixture models with Bhattacharyya distance) through multi-corpora experiments are tested under cross-corpus conditions, simultaneously with SVM parameters optimization. Reducing the number of features goes in pair with optimizing model parameters. Experiments carried on randomly selected features from two acoustic feature sets show that a feature space reduction is needed to avoid over-fitting. Since a Grid search tends to find non-standard values with small feature sets, the authors propose a multi-corpus optimization method based on different corpora and acoustic feature subsets which ensures more stability. The results show that acoustic families selected with both feature ranking methods are not relevant in cross-corpus experiments. Promising results have been obtained with a small set of 24 voiced cepstral coefficients while this family was ranked in the 2nd and 5th positions with both ranking methods. The proposed optimization method is more robust than the usual Grid search for cross-corpus experiments with small feature sets.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE field of human-robot interaction (HRI), emotion recognition can be useful for many applications, especially with robotic assistants and social companions. Non-verbal in- formation and particularly audio information play an essential role in human communication [1] , [2] , but undoubtedly, complementary emotional information exist in other modalities. The authors are involved in the French project on robotics ROMEO 1 . The robot designed in this project faces rich affective interactions in different contexts (speaker's acoustic environments, tasks, real end-users) and can collect inputs from various sensors, such as audio, video, tactile and physiological. According to Batliner et al. [3] , obtaining large amounts of real-life data is currently one of the most important hurdles. Since many situations must be represented in real-life data, the collection of real-life emotions requires having large panels of speakers, several different acoustic environments, different emotional and social contexts, which are expensive to set up. Available corpora for emotion recognition in real tasks are nowadays still sparse and contain few instances. Furthermore, most of the available corpora are not yet in the public domain for privacy reasons. Cross-corpus conditions allow to deal with the issue of emotional data availability. Cross-corpus experiments face different challenges: real-life data, rich affective contexts and small corpora. Because of all these challenges in real-life emotional data cross-corpus experiments, researchers must generalize emotional models as much as possible. The authors' hypothesis is that an appropriate feature space reduction allows generalizing the models, then improves the recognition rate for unseen data [4] . Of course, feature space reduction has also the advantage of being computationally faster, which is highly positive for real-time recognition systems such as robots. Indeed, feature space reduction allows to avoid over-fitting and models tend not to learn by heart the training corpus. Different techniques have already been experimented in affective computing for selecting the best acoustic features. However, few experiments are carried on real-life data in multi-corpus conditions. Automatic feature selection techniques select a subset of features according to a criteria (usually the classification rate itself). This technique has the advantage of being easy to perform in cross-corpus conditions, however it is very time-consuming. Feature ranking techniques are very interesting since they are easy to analyze, but, as of now, such techniques have been used with only one corpus in cross-validation conditions. The originality of the present work lies in the use of two ranking methods to find the most relevant families of features: individual ranking with Information Gain and group of features ranking with Gaussian Mixture Models and the Bhattacharyya distance. Random combinations of features are tested as baselines. The families of features found with these methods are tested under cross-corpus emotion recognition experiments.
In Section II, the state of the art on emotional databases, acoustic features and multi-corpus experiments are described. In Section III, the authors present the five databases used in their experiments. Section IV summarizes the set of acoustic cues. Section V presents feature space reduction protocols and results. Section VI presents a multi-corpus optimization of SVM parameters and cross-corpus valence recognition experiments with different subsets of acoustic features. Results and conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. STATE OF THE ART
In this section, the following three topics are addressed: the existing emotional databases (Section II-A), the current state of the art on acoustic features for emotion recognition (Section II-B) and previous experiments that use more than one database (Section II-C).
A. Emotional Databases
This section presents the definition of emotion used in the article, the collection of realistic databases and HRI databases, and finally, segmentation and annotation issues for emotional databases.
1) Emotion Definition:
Emotion is a complex and multidisciplinary field of research and finding a consensual definition is a hard task. According to Scherer [5] , the number of human emotions occurring in the context of social interactions is infinite, subtle and often mixed. The complex nature of emotion can be described by discrete labels [6] and continuous dimensions [7] , notably valence (positivity), arousal (responsiveness) and control (dominance).
2) Acted Versus Realistic Databases: The collection and annotation of emotional databases are crucial issues in emotion recognition and many studies have already been realized in the framework of HUMAINE 2 [8] , [9] . A decade ago, emotion recognition models were trained using acted artificial data, such as the Danish Emotional Speech (DES) [10] or the Berlin Emotional Speech-Database (EMO-DB) [11] . The two main drawbacks of the standard corpora used in the community are the very small size of audio corpora and the data variability in terms of task, speaker, age and audio environment which compromise the significance of results and improvements [12] . As a consequence, there is a critical need for data collection with end-users (with different types of speakers, ages) and real tasks for emotion recognition systems since realistic emotions could not be found in acted databases [13] . However, in real-life contexts, emotions are quite sparse, neutral speech is predominant and emotions are shaded [14] , [15] . Some prototypical databases are also collected. They contain consensual emotions defined as "utterances that are consistently recognized by a set of human evaluators" [16] . Therefore, their collection with large panels of speakers and different acoustic environments is simplified.
3) Human-Robot Interaction Emotional Data: In order to implement emotional models in systems such as robots, new data must be collected during interactions with these systems. So far, very few HRI databases have been collected. Among them, 2 http://emotion-research.net AIBO database [17] was collected during a child-robot interaction with the AIBO Sony pet. The SEMAINE database [18] was recorded during emotionally rich interactions with an automatic agent. The Herme database [19] was collected in the Science Gallery of Dublin, during conversations between visitors and a robot. Some French emotional HRI databases have also been collected with visually-impaired people (IDV-HR [20] ) and children (corpus NAO-HR [21] , [22] ) interacting with the robot Nao. The collection of such data is more challenging than acted data (protocol, speakers, annotation) and are usually not freely available.
4) Segmental Annotations: Annotations can be realized at different time level: whole sentence, segment (homogeneous emotion among the segment), word, phoneme, etc. [23] . Therefore the first task is a segmentation task. Segments boundaries can be defined automatically and/or manually. Annotation can be either supervised: categories and/or dimensions are defined before the annotation task, or unsupervised: the annotator chooses the word which best fits the emotion he or she perceives. In the first case, emotional states are constrained and the annotation scheme is highly context-dependent, but finding a consensus between annotators is easy. In both cases, due to the scarcity of data, precise emotion labels have to be mapped onto macro-classes. For example, hot anger is remarkable and is easily annotated as anger, but other anger micro-classes (such as boredom, irritation, …) are specific to each corpus. Macro-classes are usually driven by emotional theories such as the "big six" theory from Ekman [24] . Valence and Arousal are often annotated on a continuum, but categories are also used [21] .
B. Acoustic Features
This section deals with the extraction and normalization of acoustic features. The "holy grail" is to find which features are the best for modeling the emotional speech [25] . The section also presents a review on multi-corpus experiments.
1) Features Reviews: In the last years, a lot of acoustic features have been developed for speech signal analysis and musical information extraction. Most of them are also used for emotional speech [3] , [12] , [26] . Acoustic feature sets used in emotion recognition models mainly contain prosodic (pitch, energy, rhythm), timbre and voice quality features. The HU-MAINE association also took an inventory of acoustic features in the CEICES initiative [27] . Some features are segmental (they are computed at the frame level), others are supra-segmental (they are computed on a whole sentence, or emotional instance). Some are computed on voiced, others on unvoiced signals [28] .
2) Reduction of the Feature Space: The most difficult task in building emotion detection systems is to find the most appropriate acoustic features [29] . The "best feature set" would be small enough to be implemented in a real-time system (not much time-consuming) and robust enough to detect real-life emotions. There are two main approaches for this task. The first one consists in extracting all state-of-the-art acoustic features and apply automatic feature selection algorithms to reduce the feature space. Another approach consists in studying and analyzing precisely each feature to find relevant acoustic features.
Precise analysis is carried on clean and sparse data and will not be treated in the present paper, whereas feature selection is used on corpora which are collected in different situations. Both approaches are complementary for affective speech study.
Techniques which reduce the feature space dimensionality, consist in a mapping of the input acoustic space onto a less dimensional one, while keeping as much information as possible. The Principal Analysis Component (PCA) is one of the most common technique. PCA reduces the feature space without degrading emotion recognition rate [30] . The interpretation of the selected variables is not easy with PCA since variables are projected variables and do not necessarily have a physical sense.
3) Feature Ranking and Selection Algorithms: Feature ranking and selection algorithms have been extensively developed and studied in literature. Filters founded on information theory such as the Information Gain or Best First algorithms have been also used for feature selection even if they perform individual feature ranking [31] , [32] . Filters usually have the advantage of being computationally simple. Wrappers selection employ a target classifier's rate as optimization criterion. The Sequential Forward Search technique has been used for emotion recognition [33] . Four feature selection algorithms have been compared by Altun & Gökhan [34] , showing that the Least Square Bound Feature Selection algorithm is superior in terms of reducing the average cross-validation error. This study also shows that prosodic and sub-band energy features are the most selected ones by all algorithms. The group-Lasso algorithm does variable selection on (predefined) groups of variables in linear regression models [35] . The advantage of this algorithm is to perform ranking using all features together.
Most of the experiments described in literature are carried on one single corpus. Even if some general trends appear among the selected features, it is quite hard at that time to find a consensus. However, prosodic features-pitch, sound intensity and duration-and cepstral features seem to be highly relevant for emotion recognition [36] , [37] , [38] . One of the main problem is that the selected features are usually different from one corpus to another and from one task to another and also depend on the selection technique used.
C. Multi-Corpus Experiments
1) Cross-Corpus Protocols:
Experiments on a single corpus do not enable estimation of the influence of the sources of variability on emotion recognition because they are kept constant. Many studies are carried on one corpus only and researchers cannot generalize the results to other corpora. Cross-corpus experiments consist in using one corpus as training set and using another one as test set. By this way, recognition rates are low but more realistic [39] . Three protocols are predominant in cross-corpus experiments (with corpora). The leave-one-corpus-out protocol (the "unit" protocol) consists in training on corpus, testing on the last one [40] , [41] . The model can be trained with a few corpora and improved with an unsupervised adaptation [42] . It allows merging different data: fixed or variable linguistic information, realistic or acted data, children or adults. In Marchi et al. [43] , the authors conclude that accumulation of speech data similar to the testing conditions in the training set improves the recognition performances.
The second protocol consists in training on one corpus and testing on the other corpora independently. Then, the recognition rate for each corpus is obtained via the majority voting (the "vote" protocol [44] , [45] ) or average classification rate ( [20] ) of the classifiers trained independently on the remaining corpora.
Since the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge [46] , the evaluation of emotion detection systems has been standardized with the UA (Unweighted Average recall) rate. Schuller et al. [47] performed a cross-corpus test with the "vote" protocol using the acoustic set available for the Interspeech 2012 Challenge using z-normalized (or mean variance normalized) features. For binary valence recognition, the UA results on seven corpora-acted (DES, EMO-DB), induced (eNTERFACE) and realistic (VAM, SAL and SUSAS)-are from 50% to 55%. Such an experiment is very interesting to validate a full cross-corpus protocol on merging corpora with a large number of database. Another strategy consists in finding which corpus (or group of corpora) is the best for training the emotional model and which features best fit the final application [36] , [48] . The goal of this strategy is to analyze corpora and features, keeping in mind a specific application. In [49] , the authors show with cross-corpus experiments (on medical emergency and electricity supply call-centers recordings) that it is possible to generalize a corpus recorded in a certain context to the recognition of emotions elicited in other situations.
Indeed, feature selection results or classification performances obtained with a training set and a test set extracted from the same corpus are usually not robust enough for other corpora. French corpora are rarely used in cross-corpus experiments. Most of the cross-corpus experiments are carried within the same language category because cross-language recognition rates may be even more worse.
2) Multi-Corpus Model Parameters Optimization: As far as the authors know, there are very few studies on model parameters optimization in emotional cross-corpus experiments. Most studies use Support Vector Models (SVM) and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) function [47] , [50] . The kernel parameter and the complexity may be optimized using the GRID algorithm or set to fixed values. Optimization is usually performed on the training data, but a development database may be used for optimization purposes [51] . However, Huang and Wang say that "obtaining the optimal feature subset and SVM parameters must occur simultaneously" [4] .
3) Analyses of Acoustic Feature Distributions: Acoustic feature distributions across all instances for each affective state of a given corpus, are full of information. In a precedent study, the authors of the present paper introduced a measure of the distance between anger and other emotions for a given acoustic feature [52] . According to this distance, several corpora have been ordered in function of their spontaneity degree. Acoustic features distributions are usually modeled under Gaussian distributions. In Godin & Hansen [53] , Gaussian mixtures are used to model physical task stress and neutral speech. In this study, the symmetric Kullback-Leibler distance is used to measure changes in distribution from neutral to physical task stress. The Bhattacharyya distance could measure distance between GMMs to guide phone clustering [54] . Such a protocol is also used for image retrieval [55] . The Bhattacharyya distance is easy to compute for Gaussian distributions and is a powerful tool for dependent ranking features. Such a study is presented later in this paper.
III. DATABASES
This section presents the five databases used in the following experiments. Four of them are not available for privacy reasons. Therefore, the addition of a publicly available database such as AIBO will enable the scientific community to compare the results. Three of them are collected in the framework of the French project on robotics ROMEO; the prototypical JEMO corpus is collected in the course of an emotion detection game; the AIBO corpus is collected with children interacting with the robot AIBO. This choice guarantees real-life and human-machine interactional data. All lexical contents are free. Two languages are spoken: French and German.
A. Acquisition Protocols of ROMEO Databases
The French ROMEO project aims at designing a social humanoid robot. This robot aims to assist elderly and disabled persons at home in everyday life activities, but should also be able to play games with children. The three corpora described below were recorded with a high quality lapel-microphone at the sample frequency of 16 kHz. All participants were native French speakers. The use of these databases carefully respects ethical conventions and agreements, ensuring the anonymity of the speakers, the information privacy and the non-diffusion of corpora and their annotations. [56] : IDV-HS contains 71 minutes of emotional speech. 28 speakers (11 males and 17 females) were recorded. The recordings took place in a relatively empty room (apart from some basic pieces of furniture) in an apartment block for visually impaired people, who are potential end-users for the ROMEO project. The originality of this corpus lies in the selection of speakers: for a same scientifically controlled recording protocol, we can compare young and elderly voices (from 23 to 89 years old). The experimenter presented six scenarios in which the participant had to pretend to be interacting with a domestic robot called ROMEO. The six scenarios were: medical emergency, suspicious noises, awaking in a good mood, with a bad health, in a bad mood, and finally a visit from close relations. The robot's voice was synthesized on a computer. For each presented scenario, the participant had to picture himself or herself in this context and to speak until the robot detects the right emotion. The emotion detection system was remotely controlled by an experimenter.
1) Human-System Interaction with Visually Impaired People (IDV-HS)
2) Human-Robot Interaction with Visually Impaired People (IDV-HR) [20] : The corpus IDV-HR features visually impaired people (young and elderly people) interacting with the humanoid robot NAO from Aldebaran Robotics. 22 speakers from 20 to 80 years old (11 males and 11 females) were recorded in a furnished medical apartment in the IDV, for an amount of 4 hours of recordings. This corpus is collected for the study of both affective states and interactional behaviors. The speaker was asked to play three series of five scenarios (15 scenarios) in which he/she pictured himself/herself in a situation of waking up in the morning. The robot would engage him/her in conversation about either his/her health, or the program of the day, etc. Each of these five scenarios was devoted to a different affective state of the speaker: well-being, minor illness, depressed, medical distress, happiness. Each series of five scenarios differed from the other, by the social attitude of the robot-three attitudes among the followings: friendly, empathetic, encouraging, directive, doubtful or machine-like. The goal of having different social attitudes was to study interactional and social markers. The robot was remotely controlled by an experimenter who selected the social attitudes and the utterances which matched the content of the speaker's speech the best.
3) Human-Robot Interaction with Children (NAO-HR) [21] : In the NAO-HR corpus, we focused on the role of the robot NAO as a game companion. Ten French children (5 males, 5 females), from 8 to 13 years old, were recorded for a total amount of about 30 minutes of recordings. As a game companion, NAO had to be able to supervise a game, while also being sensitive to the emotions of the children. It should for example be able to detect through the expressed emotions if a child is sad, or if there is a tension between the children. In the NAO-HR corpus, two children by session were recorded as they played with the robot at the LIMSI laboratory. Children were offered to play three games with the robot: a question-answer game, a song game and an emotion-acting game [22] . This corpus has also been collected to study affective and interactional markers during children-robot interactions [57] , [58] .
B. Segmentation and Annotation Scheme of ROMEO Databases
Instance's boundaries are defined on each speaker's track. An instance is emotionally homogeneous, i.e. the emotion is the same and of a constant intensity along the segment [59] . Since instances do not refer to word or sentence level, their durations vary quite a lot as shown in Table II . Segmentation is done manually with the Transcriber tool [60] since automatic segmentation using algorithms based on vocal activity detection often makes mistakes [3] . Some parasite noise happened to be audible in the studio (guide dog walking around, people working outside, etc.). When overlapping the speaker's speech, these parts were discarded during the manual segmentation.
Two expert coders perceptively annotated-as far as possible they did not take into account the semantic content-the segment along an annotation scheme inspired by the MECAS (Multi-level Emotion and Context Annotation Scheme) [14] . This scheme enables the representation of complex and realistic emotions using a major and a minor emotion label for each instance. The corpora are annotated with affective state labels which describe each emotional instance (a major and a minor emotional label) and valence and arousal ratings (from 2 to 2). Valence dimension describes the sensation expressed by the speaker (positive or negative) and arousal dimension describes the strength of the expressed emotion (weak or intense). The annotation scheme also includes interactional dimensions (for other studies relative to the HRI), the audio quality and whether the participant is acting or talking spontaneously. In the present paper, only the valence label is used. Valence is known to be one of the most challenging emotional dimension to recognize (in comparison to arousal for example) [47] . It is defined with three different states: neutral, positive and negative (see Table I ). The negative state contains diverse emotions such as anger and sadness. The "neutral" state contains emotions which have not been labeled as either positive or negative. Only consensual instances are kept for our experiments, therefore the agreement between coders is perfect. The number of emotional segments per class is balanced not to favor a class more than the others. The number of instances used in the present paper and the characteristics of each corpus (total number of consensual instances before balancing, minimum, and mean instance duration, number of speakers and their age, and finally the number of segments after balancing classes) are summarized in Table II. A characteristic of importance is the instance duration after segmentation. Indeed, acoustic features need a minimum number of samples to be computed. Real-life instances' duration lasts less than 1 s whereas acted instances' duration lasts usually more than 1 s, therefore acoustic feature extraction on real-life data usually makes more mistakes. Many studies do not consider instances which last less than 1 s. This is the case in the AIBO corpus, as shown in Table II . However these short instances often have strong emotional contents, generally called affect bursts (laughs, cries, etc.) [61] . [62] : The JEMO corpus was collected in the course of the ANR (French National Research Agency) Affective Avatar project. It was recorded in order to obtain prototypical emotions. The speakers were asked to play an emotion-detection game during which the system had to recognize their emotion. The lexical content was totally free and the language is French. The system used a speech segmentation based on silences and pauses and an emotion recognizer based on four emotions: neutral, anger, sadness and positive (or joy). The system detected the emotions from the audio signal and presented the detected emotion on a screen visible to the player. 64 speakers were recorded (29 men, and 35 women) for a total duration of about 30 minutes. This corpus contains mainly prototypical emotions, i.e. emotions clearly recognizable by coders. In the present paper, the four emotional macro-classes have been grouped into three valence states according to Table I . The number of instances used in the following experiments and the characteristics of the corpus are presented in Table II .
C. Benchmarks Corpora 1) JEMO Corpus
2) AIBO Corpus [17] : The FAU AIBO corpus was collected during an interaction between a child (from 10 to 13 years old) and the Sony dog robot called AIBO. The German lexicon of the AIBO corpus comprises words that occur very frequently. The recordings took place in two different schools: in a class room (Mont) and in a playground (Ohm). In order to have similar acoustic environments in each corpus, the recordings of the Ohm school (AIBO-O) and the Mont school (AIBO-M) are split in two. The authors use two different configurations of the AIBO corpus. The CEICES configuration [27] is used for multi-corpus experiments (family selection, model parameters optimization and cross-corpus experiments). In this configuration, emotional instances are annotated with anger, motherese, empathy and neutral labels. The balanced number of emotional segments per class used in the present paper, is reported in Table II . The authors also use the Interspeech 2009 configuration [46] as a baseline to compare the reference acoustic feature set OpenSmile 2009 and the acoustic feature set used in this paper (see Section IV-C). In the 2-class Interspeech challenge, only anger and idle (other emotional states) labels are used. In this configuration, classes are unbalanced. If then, the Weighed Average recall (WA) may be biased. For example all instances are recognized as neutral, the biggest class. This point is very important to be as close as possible to final applications.
IV. ACOUSTIC CUES
The authors developed their own feature set (Li-174), all experiments on acoustic family selection are carried on this specific set. However, for comparison purposes, they also use the baseline OpenSmile set (Os-384). Both feature sets are described in this section.
A. The 174 Acoustic Features Set
The robot ROMEO will be endowed with a segmentation and feature extraction tool able to detect voice activity, and to compute acoustic features. Since the final goal is to embed the robot with an emotion recognition tool, this tool should extract the minimum number of acoustic features. Each segment is segmented on 30 ms frames every 10 ms using a Hamming window. Low-Level Descriptors (LLD) are extracted from the speech signal at the frame-level. Voiced and unvoiced features have been shown to be relevant for fear-type emotion recognition [64] , LLD are extracted on voiced, unvoiced and the 174 acoustic features are referenced in the Li-174 set (Table III) . The choice of the features is inspired by existing feature sets (OpenSmile 3 , Yaafe 4 , etc.) but also from musical information extraction (perceptive features) [65] . They are grouped in seven acoustic families according to the LLD from which they are extracted. For example the Pitch family contains all functionals computed on the pitch: mean, standard deviation (std), maximum and minimum.
B. Detailed Description of the Acoustic Set 1) Pitch
: is extracted with Praat 5 [66] each 10 ms. The fundamental frequency is converted in semitones (st) since this scale is close to the human ear perception of frequencies. Praat tool also gives the pulses. Pulses define voiced and unvoiced parts of the speech signal. To limit the number of pitch errors, voiced parts which last less than 40 ms are discarded. For each voiced part, the Li-174 computes mean, std, minimum and maximum statistics on pitch. The mean values of these four statistics are given for each emotional instance.
2) Energy: has different definitions. To be as close as possible to the perceptive energy, the global loudness [65] is extracted in Li-174 with Matlab. Global loudness corresponds to the energy of the signal convolved with a perceptive filter (here a Bark filter). For voiced, unvoiced parts and the full signal, the Li-174 computes mean, std, minimum and maximum statistics on loudness.
3) Spectral Features (SPE): usually describe the spectral envelope. Many methods exist for extracting the spectral envelope (true-envelope [67] , Hilbert-Huang transforms [68] , etc.). The authors of the present paper chose to compute the LPC envelope, since it has shown its interest for emotion recognition [69] . Roll-off frequencies, spectral Centroid and spectral Slope which describe the shape of the envelop [65] , are defined as follows ( is the amplitude of the signal at the frequency ): • Roll-off frequency at : .
• Spectral centroid : . • Spectral slope is defined according to the linear regression of the spectrum: for .
4) Energy Bands Features (EBB):
are recently used in emotion recognition. Harmonic bands correspond to the spectral energy in the band with from 1 to 5 [70] . Bark bands correspond to the spectral energy in the first 21 Bark bands [65] . Bark scale is interesting because it relies on human perception. Harmonic bands are interesting because they focus on the spectral part of most energy.
5) Mel Cepstral Coefficients or MFCC (CEP):
and derivative cepstral coefficients are usual features for emotion recognition. The Mel-cepstrum is the Discrete Fourier Transform of the logarithm of the Melbands spectrum. The authors use the following Mel scale:
for Hz, for Hz [71] . They are known to be robust to noisy signal. Many recent studies show their interest for emotion recognition [36] , [16] , [72] .
6) Formants: are usual features in emotion recognition. They have been implemented in the 2010 Interspeech Challenge [73] . They are also present in many studies on emotions [14] , [74] .
Formant-based features such as articulation distance (which consists in an approximation of the area of the vocalic triangle), have been studied for emotion recognition in [48] , [75] , [76] .
7) Voice Quality (VQ): consists in many high-level features which were developed for voice transformation, speech synthesis, clinical purposes and emotion recognition. Among those descriptors, Harmonic to Noise Ratio (HNR), jitter, shimmer and the voiced vs. unvoiced ratio (punvoiced) have been shown to be relevant for valence recognition [62] . In the Li-174 feature set, HNR, jitter, shimmer and punvoiced are extracted with Praat. The harmonic number corresponds to the ratio: . This feature estimates the number of harmonics in voiced parts of speech energy.
C. Baseline
Since the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge, the 384 OpenSmile acoustic set (Os-384) is considered as a reference. It consists in 16 LLD (fundamental frequency, RMS energy, Zero-Crossing Rate, Harmonics to Noise Ratio and 12 cepstral coefficients), their derivatives and 12 functionals (mean, variance, kurtosis, skewness, extremes functions and slope regression coefficients).
A comparison between the reference set Os-384 and the authors' set Li-174 is realized based on the challenge IS09 configuration: two non-balanced classes NEG (2465 instances) and IDL (5792 instances) with WEKA 6 . The training is performed with Ohm school instances and testing with Mont school instances. Results are shown employing the whole feature sets Os-384 and Li-174 with support vector classification (Sequential Minimal Optimization learning, linear kernel, normalization of training data): , , , . Results obtained with Os-384 are slightly better than with Li-174. One of the reason of the difference may be the number of features in each set. Because the number of features in Li-174 is twice less than in Os-384, the classification rate obtained with Li-174 is considered as relevant and will be used in the following experiments.
V. MULTI-CORPUS FEATURE SPACE REDUCTION
In order to reduce the feature space dimensionality, the authors choose to run two non-classification based ranking protocols and one random ranking protocol. The Information Gain (IG) protocol treat each feature independently while a combination of Gaussian Mixture Models and Bhattacharyya distance (G+B) treat family features as dependent groups. Each ranking experiment are applied independently on each of the six sub-corpora (cross-corpus) and on all merged corpora (merged). 6 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka to find the best cut-points. The Information Gain is the reduction in entropy obtained with the optimized cut-points. Best attributes lead to little cut-points and a small entropy; their information gain is maximum: [78] . The feature ranking is ran on the six sub-corpora at our disposal. This algorithm is applied to a three states valence and gives one value per segment and per attribute. For each corpus, the information gain is attributed to each feature . The of an acoustic family is obtained while summing all of the features belonging to the family (eq. (1)). The relative information gain is normalized to the sum of the 174
A. Ranking Feature Families with Information Gain (IG)
. The main drawback of this presentation is that the number of features per family differs, but what is time-consuming is the extraction of the LLD, not the computation of functionals. Therefore the number of features belonging to the same family is not as important as the LLD. That is why the authors chose to compute the sum and not the mean information gain of all features belonging to the same family. Therefore, this protocol allows to identify best LLDs, not best features.
( 1) 2) Results: Multi-corpus (corpus-independent and merged corpora) results are reported in Table IV . Differences in ranking between Energy Band (Bark and Harmonic bands) and Cepstral families is very small for IDV-HS, JEMO and AIBO-O. For the other sub-corpora, Energy band family clearly reaches the first place. Unexpectedly, Voice Quality family has a small , while it was shown to be useful for valence recognition [62] . Formants and Pitch have also a small . Pitch family is slightly more important in JEMO ( ) and NAO-HR ( ) compared to other corpora, probably because in both corpora, speakers were playing games which elicited more excitation. The trends observed on merged corpora results are similar to the ones observed on each corpus independently. More experiments show that Unvoiced and All features are often badly ranked for all corpora.
B. Ranking Feature Families with GMM and Bhattacharyya Distance (G+B)
1) Protocol: Assuming that acoustic feature distributions are under Gaussian distributions, each valence class may be modeled using Gaussian mixtures (GMM) with random initialization. Then, the variance of the Gaussian model is a relevant factor to estimate if emotional classes are acoustically homogeneous or not. Experiments with 1 to 256 Gaussians show that 8 Gaussians seem to be enough for the present study. The Bhattacharyya distance [79] is a theoretical distance measure between two Gaussian distributions. The Bhattacharyya distance between two Gaussians for a set of features (feature family), is given by equation (2), where , (resp. , ) are the mean matrices (resp. variances matrices) of the two Gaussian distributions and . The first term is linked to the well-known Mahanalobis distance which is null if the means are similar, even if the variances are different. On the contrary, the Bhattacharyya distance is not null when variances are different. It has the properties of being computationally simple, and to be (3)) [55] .
(2)
The final distance is the logarithm of the mean of the three distances Neu/Neg, Neu/Pos and Neg/Pos. The relative Bhattacharyya distance is the Bhattacharyya distance normalized by the sum of all family distances. Because the GMM initialization is performed randomly, all results are averaged over 5 folds. For both ranking method, there is an impact of the feature family dimension on the family rank.
2) Results: The obtained results using the Bhattacharyya distance are presented in Table IV . Acoustic family that reaches the highest relative distance is the Spectral family for all corpora independently and merged corpora. Loudness, Cepstral and EBB families just follow the Spectral family. It appears that Pitch and Voice Quality have not a high mean distance, it probably means that emotional classes are not acoustically homogeneous among these families. Formant family is relatively badly ranked when corpora are taken separately, whereas it reaches the fourth position, just before the Cepstral family (fifth position) when corpora are merged. Further results show that Unvoiced features are very interesting to discriminate valence classes in the two AIBO sub-corpora. Unvoiced features are slightly better ranked than Voiced features for all the four French corpora and all merged corpora.
Some general trends exist among the six corpora, but each corpus has its own acoustic specificity. This confirms the fact that acoustic patterns of each valence class are different from one corpus to another, which was expected because of the differences in the recording and annotation protocols.
C. Subset of Features
Since they aim for to feature space dimensionality reduction, the authors chose to select the 3 first-ranked families extracted on Voiced and Unvoiced signals, which are similar with both IG and G+B ranking algorithms: Cepstral (48 features, coefficient 0 is removed for comparison purposes with OpenSmile feature set), Spectral (14 features) and Energy bands (47 features). Since the number of feature per family highly differs, the dimension is reduced again while selecting only voiced features. In order to compare a selection based on acoustic families of features and independent features, 50 [resp. 25] best-ranked features with IG, are selected for each corpus, forming the Li-B50 [resp. Li-B25] feature set. For testing the hypothesis "the system is over-fitting when using too much features", random features sets have been tested on both Li-174 and Os-384 full sets. The authors chose to add random feature sets to have a baseline study [80] . The number of feature in random sets is defined by the number of features in selected sets. The different subsets of features are reported in Table V . They consist in full sets, selected family and best independent features sets, random sets, selected from Li-174 and Os-384 sets. The robustness of these subsets will be validated in the next section with cross-corpus experiments.
VI. CROSS-CORPUS EXPERIMENTS
In the following experiments, the cross-corpus emotion classification is performed on the combination of features described in the previous section. Two multi-corpus optimization methods are tested on the six sub-corpora with two acoustic feature sets (Li-174 and Os-384) and randomly reduced feature subsets. Auto-coherence and cross-corpus results are presented, underlying the relevancy of Li-CEP24 subset. 
A. Cross-Corpus Protocol
Classification is realized with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Sequential Minimal Optimization function (SMO) since this configuration has been widely used. The authors use LibSVM tool 7 . To better understand the obtained results and to estimate the generalization power of each of the six sub-corpora, the authors add a confidence interval . It is defined by the relation 4, where is the prediction score and the total number of instances [81] . (4) In cross-corpus experiments, one corpus is used for training and the others for testing. For each experiment, classification rates are obtained. The cross-corpus result consists in the mean value of the classification rates for test with different corpora for training and testing ( tests). The auto-coherence experiments (training and testing on the same corpus -6 tests) are treated separately. Results are given in terms of mean Unweighted Average Recall (UAR %). Since classification experiments are run on three classes, the chance-level is 33.3%.
B. Multi-Corpus Optimization of SVM Parameters
As Huang and Wang pointed out [4] , "obtaining the optimal feature subset and SVM parameters must occur simultaneously", this section is thus dedicated to optimization of cross-corpus valence recognition. Obtaining the optimal and minimal feature subset and optimizing of SVM parameters for modeling emotion classes are jointly studied.
1) Optimization with the Grid Search Algorithm (OPT1):
The Grid search algorithm is a method for finding the optimal and when using the RBF kernel function. Although this method is very well-known, it also has disadvantages: it is time-consuming and do not perform well in all situations [4] . The Grid search selects the couple of parameters that leads to a maximum of accuracy (accuracy is averaged over n-folds classification tests) for a given training database. However, other local maxima could be eligible if a confidence interval was given. Non-standard values of tend to be reached by the Grid 7 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/ search algorithm when the number of feature is too small (typically less than 50) with both Li-174 and Os-384 full sets. Selected are often non-standard values with randomly reduced feature subsets, but it is not the case with appropriate feature family. Such non-standard values usually lead to a serious drop in cross-corpus classification performance.
2) Fixed Optimized Values (OPT2):
In order to ensure SVM parameter stability and to avoid non-standard values of , other optimization techniques must be tested. One could use a development database and optimize on the accuracy obtained while testing on this development database. The obtained results with the corpora described in Section III are not successful, probably because development data is not close enough to the final tested data. Moreover, using such a technique in reallife applications implies to optimize and train again the model on line at each changing situation. Eyben et al. [25] propose to average the accuracy over different values of complexity for the results to be more stable. The authors discarded non standard (extreme) values since "performance drops significantly with the smaller feature set". This confirms the fact that optimization with small feature sets usually lowers classification because the selected parameters are often non-standard values. This technique is not adapted in real-life applications either.
The optimization technique (OPT2) proposed in this paper should ensure more stability of the parameters across corpora and avoid non-standard values, thus leading to good performances in cross-corpus.
couple is chosen among the optimized values found by the Grid search over a large number of experiments including different feature sets and corpora. Fig. 1 shows histograms of optimized values for both Li-174 and Os-384 and 50, 25 randomly selected featuressubsets. The most frequent values are . Such a technique has the advantage of being easy to use in real-life applications.
3) Comparison Between the SVM Optimization Techniques: Cross-corpus experiments have been realized with the six sub-corpora and two acoustic feature sets. The authors choose to use both their own feature set Li-174 and Opensmile feature set Os-384 for generalization purposes. The average accuracy obtained in cross-corpus conditions with all six sub-corpora is 39.4% with Os-384 and OPT1, while it reaches 43.7% without the two AIBO sub-corpora. Since the cross-corpus performance significantly degrades when using AIBO sub-corpora with OPT2) , a random selection of 50 and 25 features performs almost as well as the full sets. The fact that randomly selected feature sets have similar performance than full feature set gives a piece of evidence that the system is over-fitting when . Results are given in terms of mean UA (%) over the corpora. using too many features. Therefore, an intelligent feature selection should significantly outperform performances obtained with full sets.
C. Auto-Coherence Results
In this section, the authors use the same corpus for training and testing under auto-coherence experiments. Such an experiment gives a baseline of the most important rate a system could achieve and how this system recognizes the data it has already seen [82] . Fig. 2 shows that the highest the number of features, the better the recognition rates. With few features the auto-coherence is closer to cross-corpus results. In this specific case, optimization of SVM parameters significantly improves the recognition rates. The IG individually best ranked features Li-B50 [resp. Li-B25] gives the best recognition rate at 63.6% [resp. 55.7%] among the reduced feature subsets with almost 50 features [resp. 25 features]. One of the reasons is that the IG individually best features were ranked on each training corpus.
D. Cross-Corpus Results
Since the authors' goal is to find a small acoustic feature set, the following experiments are realized in cross-corpus conditions, SVM parameters are set to the fixed optimal values obtained with the OPT2 method. Cross-corpus results are reported in Fig. 3 . IG individually best ranked subset of features Li-B50 [resp. Li-B25] gives good recognition rate at 42.0% [resp. 41.6%] among the reduced feature subsets with almost 50 features [resp. 25 features], however improvements from random subsets and full sets are not significant ( ). IG and G+B best ranked families (Li-EBB47 best ranked with IG and Li-Spec14 best ranked with G+B) do not give interesting improvements from full sets. However such reduced feature sets do not degrade recognition rates. It means that ranking such as Information Gain and Gaussian Models with Bhattacharyya distance is not powerful enough for selecting features in crosscorpus experiments.
Cepstral family which was ranked in second position with IG and fifth position with G+B, gives the best recognition rates (Li-CEP48: 42.8% and Li-CEP24: 43.4%) and significant improvements from full feature sets. The result obtained with the Li-CEP24 set (43.4%) is significantly higher than the results obtained with the full sets Li-174 (40.0%) and Os-384 (40.0%), and with the cepstral reduced Os-CEP24 set (35.2%). In both Li-174 and Os-384, cepstral features are extracted with the same algorithm but the Mel scales slightly differ: OpenSmile (eq. (5)) Fig. 3 . Cross-Corpus results on different acoustic sets without the two AIBO sub-corpora.
. Results are given in terms of mean UA (%) over the corpora.
is based on HTK toolkit [83] and Li-174 (eq. (6)) is based on Rabiner and Juang [71] . (5) Hz, Hz
The authors conclude that the implementation used in the Li-174 for extracting cepstral coefficient gives promising results for cross-corpus valence recognition.
With a large number of features, models fit perfectly with the training data; auto-coherence rates are very high and crosscorpus rates are quite low. With a smaller set of features, models tend to generalize; auto-coherence rates degrade while crosscorpus rates may be improved. This result confirms Huang and Wang [4] and heighten the relevancy of small feature sets for automatic real-life valence recognition. Of course, this result is pertinent once model parameters are correctly optimized. Similar trends occur when adding the two AIBO sub-corpora, the only difference is that performance rates are lower.
VII. CONCLUSION
The search of a small acoustic feature set for emotion recognition is an important issue. Looking towards such an optimal set faces three main challenges. First of all, such a set must be robust to real-life applications, in other words, the search has to be conducted on real-life corpora. Next, emotion models are evaluated with an optimal set of acoustic features, simultaneously with parameters optimization. Finally, the result of feature selection must be evaluated in cross-corpus condition. The goal of the present study is to select the most consensual acoustic family for valence recognition via dependent (Gaussian Mixture Models and the Bhattacharyya distance) and independent (Information Gain) non-classification based feature ranking and cross-corpus experiments, and to optimize emotional models simultaneously.
Reducing the number of features goes in pair with optimizing model parameters (here SVM parameters). Experiments carried on randomly selected features from two acoustic feature sets (Li-174 and Os-384) show that a feature space reduction is needed to avoid over-fitting. A Grid search tends to find nonstandard values with small feature sets. In order to ensure more stability of the SVM parameters, the authors propose a multicorpus optimization method which consists in finding the most frequent optimized values found on different corpora and acoustic feature subsets. Reducing the number of features implies to down perform the auto-coherence results but this reduction improves cross-corpus recognition rates. The results show that feature ranking and distance between GMMs are interesting methods to select acoustic families taking into account the mutual dependency of the features within the family. However, best individual feature or best family selected with the Information Gain method (Energy bands family) or best family selected with the G+B method (Spectral family) do not yield relevant results in cross-corpus experiments. Promising results have been obtained with a reduced set of 24 Voiced Cepstral coefficients while this family was ranked in 2nd (with IG) and 4th (with G+B) positions with both ranking methods. These results outperform the results obtained with the standard OpenSmile.
The present paper emphasizes many perspectives and further works. The results presented here show some interesting trends, that could be validated on larger real-life emotional corpora. Nonetheless, collection of more recorded spontaneous data is still a challenge in the emotion recognition field. In addition, further work is needed in selecting features (from different acoustic sets), improving modeling techniques and feature extraction and optimizing the parameters of the models simultaneously in the field of affective computing, especially for real-time recognition applications in the wild.
